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The repertoire from 1850 to 1870 consisted mostly of works from foreign composers, and opera music was especially very popular. Even the dancing and march music was dominated by foreign composers but for example Friedrich August Reissiger wrote pieces for military music based on Norwegian folk music material. The repertoire changed towards a more national tone, something that is closely related to the Norwegian conductors who took over the military band leadership from 1880 onward. Through them and their successors, the repertoire was modernized with their own compositions and arrangements, including arrangements of Norwegian music, and from purchasing printed scores from foreign, mostly German, music publishers. Even today, a great amount of this sheet music is still used.
1 Grieg's works acquired high appreciation among military musicians, both in Norway and Germany. 2 For Norwegian society, Military music had great importance in times when there was no other public music life available. At the military music schools, which were the only public institutions at which music could be studied, whenever an education in Germany or France was not possible, the musicians were not limited to military music. They were often the only professionally educated musicians in garrison towns. They contributed to nearly every musical aspect of society, as composers (for example Ole Olsen, Johan Svendsen and Johan Halvorsen), as church musicians and organists, as theatre musicians (where they provided the brass and wind sections), and of course as music teachers. And, military bands often performed contemporary poplar music at their frequent public concerts, 3 an integral contribution to the spreading and popularization of music 4 in areas without ample public cultural life.
THE ORIGINAL CATALOGUES
Looking into the military music archive 5 at the Forsvarsmuseum in Oslo, one finds a broad repertoire of music, including pieces from Edvard Grieg, whose 175th birthday is celebrated in 2018.
The military music archive contains music material from four military bands: I Halden, II Oslo, III Kristiansand and IV Bergen. Music material from Trondheim and Harstad is not stored there. To take a first look at the music, one can start by reading through the catalogue of each military band. Then, to see what really can be found in the archive, one has to look through the card catalogue, which contains all music present today. The catalogues of the military bands present an overview over the note material that was available and used at the time the catalogues were written. For the 1. Brigades/Divisjons Musikkorps in Halden, a catalogue with all material up to 1940 exists and some annotations were made probably around 1946-47. The catalogue can be read in two ways: one has the pieces catalogued by the composer's name and the others by title and genre. The genres dividing the catalogue are march, overture, fantasy/pastiche, rhapsody/suite/symphony, character piece, schlager/dances, songs/chorals, and theory books/music schools. Most of the music is labelled with the related place in the original archive. Even with this triple division of the music as well as title and composer of the work, the catalogue provides no clues to when the individual music pieces were included into the band's repertoire, who wrote the arrangements, which music is an arrangement for the band and which one is a printed edition.
6
The 2. Brigades/Divisjons Musikkorps catalogue in Kristiania/Oslo 7 contains an overview of the music that was accessible around 1940. The catalogue was started sometime between 1935 and 1940. It organizes the material by books, and roughly by genre, using similar classifications to the Halden catalogue. A lot of the repertoire in the catalogue is still in use today, whereas some is replaced by new arrangements. However, this catalogue too presents no information on the arranger or when the piece was arranged or included in the repertoire. The catalogue from Kristiansandske Brigades Musikkorps/3. Brigades/Divisjons Musikkorps differs from the others. While they were organized by composer, genre or books, this catalogue is a continuing inventory list from 1897 until 1919. For 1897, about 2,400 compositions and arrangements are listed in the inventory, and by 1919 the military band had doubled its repertoire. The new purchases are listed for every accounting year and organized by serial numbers, accumulative books and serial numbers within each book. Compositions in printed books were also given serial numbers, but the books themselves were not always counted. These printed books are all titled Marsch-Hefte some with the annotation Oertel, which refers to the German military musician and publisher Carl Louis Oertel, whose publishing house became known for its broad repertoire of arrangements for military bands. 9 Aside from the sheet music organized in books, some are labelled lose Blätter which means that they were not bound with the a book. For most works the complete title and name of the composer are given, nevertheless, for the first 200 or so compositions, the composer's name or a title that could identify the composer are lacking. Even though the inventory gives a good impression on when the arrangements or compositions entered the repertoire of Kristiansand's military band, it is not made clear who arranged the compositions and how they are instrumented. In addition to the entries of new purchases, several annotations are made. On the first page is noted that the inventory is incomplete, and for The catalogue from Bergen was not available for this article, but the card catalogue fills the gaps in the repertoire. With the knowledge of the original catalogues that were generated along the growing repertoires, a look into today's card catalogue shows what is really in the archive today, because those original catalogues and the actual material that is deposited at the Forsvarsmuseum music archive in Oslo can differ greatly. Forsvarsmuseum's archive is bigger than what the catalogues show, due to the catalogues reflecting the situation at the time they were set up. But there are holes in some of the archives because of sheet music no longer existing or still being in use by today's military bands.
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TODAY'S CARD CATALOGUE The card catalogue was established by the Forsvarsmusem's music archive and represents the actual archive material. It is organized by military band, and within by part of book collections, scores, loose sheets, and the box number it can be found in. On the card for each score , it is also noted in which book the parts are to be found. Furthermore, the scores provide information on the instrumentation. The list for the part books also includes information about the arranger, if available, how the part books of one set differ, meaning which pieces are missing and which are extra in some books. Those part books are grouped in several "Litra" collections (similar to the division by genre in the original catalogues), and the card catalogue provides both instrumentation, that is, a list of the part books found in the collection, and reference to the score books.
12 Aside from this relatively new and complete card catalogue, there exists an older version.
The following table shows a list of the arrangements of Grieg compositions to be found in the catalogues and card catalogues. The arrangements from the original catalogues are also contained in the card catalogue. The names and dates refer to the arrangers and the time the arrangements were made. The year dates in brackets in the Kristiansand repertoire refer to the years given in the original catalogue and show when each piece was taken up. Those unassigned titles were found in the old card catalogue, without a clear reference to the military band, but are no longer to be found in the current card catalogue. The nonexistence of dated and signed sheet music from the Oslo military band is something that stands out from the other repertoires, where at least a few arrangements are dated and/or signed. Still, Oslo had the biggest Grieg repertoire with thirty-one arrangements, a fact that relates to Oslo being the Norwegian capital and to Ole Olsen's intentions as conductor, as mentioned above. In contrast to Oslo, the Grieg repertoire in Halden is the smallest of the four military bands, with only twelve arrangements. Nevertheless, since eight of those arrangements are signed, assumptions on a timeframe for their origin are possible. Most of them were signed by Oscar Borg, who was the conductor from 1881 until 1918, so somewhere in-between, those arrangements were made. The arrangement of Prinsessen is dated 22 June 1900, which shows that Oscar Borg did not do all the arrangements, when he took over the 1. Brigades Musikkorps in Halden, but added them over time. The arrangement of Peer Gynt suite no. 2 was probably transferred to Halden because it is signed by Adolf Hansen on 1 March 1909, a time when he led the 4. Brigades Musikkorps in Bergen. Since Bergen has an undated arrangement of Peer Gynt suite no. 2 in its catalogue, one can assume that the one in the Bergen repertoire also originated around 1909.
For Bergen, only thirteen Grieg arrangements were available, something that might seem a little off, since Bergen was Grieg's birthplace and hometown. Nevertheless, some of the arrangements are dated and signed by Adolf Hansen. The first one dated is Landkjending from 19 August 1896, closely followed by Den Bjergtagne on 27 August 1896. The third arrangement Hansen dated is from October 1901, so the timespan in which he produced these three arrangements is rather short, given the fact that he led the 4. Brigades Musikkorps from 1892 until 1911. It was also Adolf Hansen who composed and conducted the Serenade at Edvard and Nina Grieg's silver wedding anniversary in 1892, something that Grieg was deeply moved by. 19 In 1911, an arrangement of the violin sonata in F Major, opus 8, second movement, was included in the Bergen repertoire, arranged by P. Jøssvold, who conducted the 6. Brigades Musikkorps in Halden, which had been installed the same year. Next to his signature, he even wrote "Harstad" as place of origin. On Ole Olsen's second music inspection in Bergen, he was quite impressed by Hansen's arrangement of Olav Trygvason and Peer Gynt suite no. 1 as part of the programme. 20 Even though Bergen's repertoire of Grieg arrangements is rather small, it sticks out because it is the only military band that had a piece originally arranged by Grieg for military band in its catalogue: the Sørgemarsch over Rikard Nordraak. The Sørgemarsch underwent several transformations until Grieg arranged it for Norwegian military band and it took even longer until his publisher in Leipzig published it in 1899. Grieg composed a first version of the Sørgemarsch in 1866 for piano, and published it through his Danish publisher Horneman in Copenhagen. In 1867, Grieg rearranged the composition for wind ensemble, and he revised it again in 1878. It took until 1892 before he arranged the composition for Norwegian military music. 21 Today, the original Grieg arrangement has been taken out of the military music archive in Oslo and returned to the Grieg collection at Bergen public library. In the Grieg collection, one can find two arrangements of the composition for military music. One consists of score and parts. It is undated, has many corrections, and was presented to the Grieg collection by Nina Grieg in 1919. On the score's front page is a pencil note from Grieg, saying that he gave the only correct score to musical director Sevald in Bergen, and that the parts must be revised afterwards. 22 Even though this manuscript is undated, one can assume that this exchange with Sevald happened sometime between 1866 and 1892, since Sevald led the 4. Brigades Musikkorps in Bergen from 1862 till 1892. Perhaps the manuscript is even the first arranged version for wind instruments from 1867, but that is for other research to determine. The other manuscript of the Sørgemarsch is dated September 1892, the same year that Rikard Nordraak's fiftieth birthday was celebrated, and it is dedicated to musical director Adolf Hansen. He was the conductor of Bergen's military band from 1892 to 1911. The manuscript was given to the Grieg collection in 1962 by conductor Henry Gloppen of the 4. Divisjons Musikkorps 23 for the exhibition of the Grieg collection at Bergen public library. 24 As to Grieg's ambitions to compose for military music, one can find a hint about that in the correspondence between Edvard Grieg and his publisher C.F. Peters in Leipzig. C.F. Peters was, for most of his life, Grieg's main publisher, and Grieg was personally connected to both Dr. Max Abraham and Henri Hinrichsen, the heads of C.F. Peters, through a deep friendship. In 1890, Grieg wrote his publisher and friend Max Abraham, "ist das Arrangement der Norweg. Tänze wirklich gut, würde das Stück für die Militairmusiken im Norden gewiss gut sein." 25 Basically, Grieg was considering an arrangement of Norske Danser for military music in "the north". Whether he meant Norway or Scandinavia in general is not clear, but reading it as Norway is not a long shot. Abraham's answering letter did not support Grieg's idea, although he writes of German military music and not northern. 26 Even harsher was the verdict of Henri Hinrichsen: In 1904 he wrote Grieg asking for revisions by summer, whereas " […] 
bin."
27 Hinrichsen talked Grieg out of compositions or arrangements for military music, arguing the financial disadvantages and the lack of reputation therefrom for the publisher. Both of these were arguments that mainly concerned Hinrichsen as publisher and not Grieg himself. So the lack of genuine compositions for military bands is to blame on Peters being opposed to it because of its non-prestigious outcome for the publisher. Since Grieg took up the topic both in 1880 and over twenty years later (1904) The Bergliotmotivet consists of the first four bars, the horn motif, of Grieg's melodrama Bergliot, opus 42. A motive that appears on several occasions throughout the composition. The melodrama was composed to a text from Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson, and laid out for orchestra and declamation. It tells the story of Bergliot who has lost her husband and son in war and now wants to avenge them. The audience follows her feelings trough the loss, the desire for revenge and resignation. At the premiere in 1885, the composition was well received both by the audience and the critics. 32 The choice of this motif as the identifying signal seems rather odd, considering the special character of the composition and the reason why the committee chose the beginning of Bergliot are yet to be determined, but it surely is a statement. It is both an honor of his contributions to Norwegian musical life as well as to his hometown of Bergen.
To sum up the observations, one can find that Grieg's compositions were a consistent part of the Norwegian military band repertoire, but the full extent of its significance has yet to be determined. As can be seen based on the few dates given for the arrangements, it can be shown that his works found their way into the repertoires over a longer period, and remained there over time. Though the arrangements are of compositions from different genres, they are united by the fact that one can find some national connection to each of them. Whether this is a result of Edvard Grieg's music being used to transport the national idea for the fostering of a national identity, or just coincidental with these works also being extremely popular in Norway and abroad, cannot be determined, but some correlation with the building and manifestation of the Norwegian nation is possible. 
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